
 
 

Four Categories for 
Measuring Dog Tolerance Levels 
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Level 1:  Dog-social.  A dog-social dog typically, truly enjoys the company of other dogs and is generally 
successful with dog housemates. 
 
Traits of an individual dog-social dog:  
  
 extremely easy-going, friendly, and laid-back with other dogs 
 very forgiving and/or non-reactive toward other dogs with rude behavior and/or poor manners 
 exhibits very relaxed, easy body language in the presence of other dogs 
 very responsive to redirection and/or correction 

 
This category includes most puppies (which should be expected to change at approximately 12-14 months of age) and 
some socially mature dogs. Successful placement of dog-social dogs still requires an adopter to have a general 
understanding of leadership and safety management protocols, but placement can be less rigorous than level 3 and level 4 
category tolerance levels and more individually applied/situational contingent. 
 
Dog-social dogs (level 1) are commonly referred to as “cold” Pit Bulls because of their very laid-back and non-reactive 
behavior. 
 

Level 2:  Dog-tolerant.  A dog-tolerant dog typically, enjoys the company of known dogs, and with slow, 
proper introduction and leadership, is successful with dog housemates. 
 
Traits of an individual dog-tolerant dog: 
 
 friendly with or indifferent to other dogs 
 non-reactive on a leash with other dogs and off-leash with dogs properly introduced to and/or familiar with 
 exhibits relaxed, easy body language in the presence of new dogs  
 shows a fair level of tolerance toward other dogs exhibiting rude/unmanaged behavior and/or poor manners   
 has a long-fuse on a leash with other dogs exhibiting challenging behavior 
 easily responds to redirection and/or correction on a leash 

 
Successful placement of dog-tolerant dogs requires an adopter to have a general understanding of leadership and safety 
management protocols, but placement can be less rigorous than level 3 and level 4 category tolerance levels and more 
individually applied/situational contingent with emphasis on proper leadership,   
 

Level 3:  Dog-selective.  A dog-selective dog may have some dog friends and in general can be 
successful with dog housemates, typically of the opposite sex and with slow, proper introduction, proper 
leadership, and established/consistent rules and boundaries.  
 
Traits of an individual dog-selective dog: 
 
 may indicate dislike of certain “types” of other dogs or particular individual dogs 
 sometimes reactive on a leash and is easily offended by dogs exhibiting rude behavior and/or poor manners 



 
 

 exhibits tense, possibly challenging body language in the presence of new dogs 
 shows intolerance toward other dogs who exhibit any form of challenging and/or unmanaged behavior 
 focus intensifies toward other dogs exhibiting challenging and/or unmanaged behavior 
 has a short-fuse on a leash with other dogs exhibiting challenging behavior  
 needs strong or repeated redirection and/or correction on a leash to be responsive (matched level to behavior) 

 
Successful placement of dog-selective dogs requires an adopter to understand, establish, and follow proper/consistent 
leadership and safety management protocols. Continued socialization and follow-up is required, basic obedience training 
and/or canine good citizen training is recommended. 
 

Level 4:  Dog-aggressive. A dog-aggressive dog usually has a limited number of dog friends, possibly no 
friends, and in general, can only be successfully placed in single-dog households or in households with 
one opposite-sex dog housemate of similar size (with level 1-2 tolerance and easy temperament) the dog-
aggressive dog has become familiar/comfortable with after repeated slow and controlled introductions. 
Strong leadership abilities, well-developed safety management protocols, continued rehabilitation and 
experience with aforementioned is a must. 
 
Traits of individual dog-aggressive dog: 
 
 indicates general dislike of other dogs or being in the presence of other dogs,  dislike of certain “types” of other 

dogs or particular individual dogs may vary 
 opportunistically leash-reactive in the presence of other dogs, particularly with a weak handler and/or no training 
 easily offended by dogs in general, particularly dogs exhibiting rude/unmanaged behavior and/or poor manners 
 exhibits tense, possibly challenging body language in the presence of dogs in general, particularly unknown dogs or 

dogs perceived as challenging 
 shows intolerance toward other dogs in general, particularly those who exhibit any form of challenging and/or 

unmanaged behavior 
 focus intensifies toward other dogs, particularly those exhibiting challenging and/or unmanaged behavior 
 has an extremely short-fuse on a leash with other dogs exhibiting challenging behavior  
 needs very strong or repeated redirection and/or correction on a leash to be responsive (matched level to behavior), 

may be non-responsive to initial redirection and corrections 
 
Dog-aggressive dogs have a limited possibility of successful placement with dog housemate(s). Successful placement 
requires an adopter with an understanding of and previous experience with dogs who exhibit these traits. Proper supervision 
(particularly during play), slow and controlled introductions to stable dogs, on-going training and socialization, safe-
management protocols, and strong, experienced leadership is needed for any successful placement to occur. 

 
Successful placement with dog housemate(s) can occur with dog-aggressive dogs, but must be based on a developed, 
functioning program with strategies aimed at moving the dog-aggressive dog into the center of the tolerance curve by 
increasing dog-selective and dog-tolerant traits. 
 

 


